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BONUS - Sign up to our free monthly newsletter and never miss news, views, tips and tricks of
your favorite streaming media devices, including the Ebook Library Tap. From the Number 1 Best
Selling authors in Computers and Technology, this clear and concise guide will show you how to
get the very best from your new Ebook Library Tap. Step by step instructions will take you from
newbie to expert in just one hour! About the Authors: Tom and Jenna Edwards are the Ebook
Library Tech authors behind the Number 1 Best-selling e-books 250+ Best Kindle Fire & Fire HD
Apps and All-New Fire 7 User Guide: Newbie to Expert in 2 Hours!

About the AuthorTom Edwards, originally from London, England, settled in Sacramento,
California where he met his wife Jenna Edwards. Both work in the tech industry, Tom is a web
designer and Jenna is a graphic artist, they share a passion for technology and embrace all the
latest gadgets with gusto! The reviews of all the apps in their bestselling ebook 250+ Best Kindle
Fire and Fire HD Apps for the New Kindle Fire User were written and researched by Tom and
Jenna. Jenna also designed the book cover. Other than exploring new tech, Tom and Jenna
enjoy spending time with their kids and cooking for friends.
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Bast, “So Much Info, So Easy to Understand. The first thing I did when I thought about buying an
Amazon Tap was to see if the Edwards' had written a book about it.They are, without a doubt,
the easiest to understand 'techie' writers out there. You can buy any of their guides and know
you're in great hands.So, I bought the book and not only did it explain everything I thought I
wanted to know, but it also covered things I had no idea were even possible. Like using IFTTT (If
This Then That) which I've always wanted to try using but was a little bit intimidated in trying.
Okay, a lot. But now I feel confident that I understand wholly how it works.Seriously, you cannot
go wrong with any of the Edwards' books, so don't be shy - just wade on in. They make
everything easy to understand!”

Lewis, “Helpful book. Thisis a handy book to have for someone wanting to learn more about
what a Kindel can do. It can suggest things, apps, that are helpful and and others to avoid. it is
well written and easy to understand. I gave it 4 stars not 5 and some, not all of the info is not
instering to me. Games for kids that I have no more. It is well worth the price. Lewis”

Kathryn K. Sinclair, “Amazon Makes Good Things Possible. Very helpful to a genuine newbie
who is also technology challenged. Careful pictures of each item and clear and patient
instructions help tremendously. The authors also threw me a life saver in the form of a link to
their e mail. I believe this is doable and Amazon, as always, puts the tools I need right where I
need them.”

Duke, “Good Book. Very useful for a first time tap/echo user. For me there was a lot of repetition
since I have two echos.”

joyce belcher, “Its good except the one end. Its good except the one end ,the rubber has split,so
I have to use the one on the top !”

doc2, “Glad Purchase. GREAT PURCHASE.  I AM A NEWBY TO AN EXPERT IN ONE HOUR.”

Sharon Dasta, “Four Stars. It helps and is easy to understand”

OCM, “Another 5* winner from the Edwards team. Another in the series of most excellent guides
produced by the Edwards which, as always, gives you a really good insight into the use of this
piece of equipment. It covers every stage of understanding - "Newbie to Expert in 1Hour" as
they say - in a simple, easy to follow layout. A very helpful handbook & thoroughly
recommended.”

The book by Guillermo Perez has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 54 people have provided feedback.
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